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This book contains a verbatim record of the 
10th Miles Symposium, held at M. I. T. in June 1976. 
I give this date to readers, for they will find it nowhere 
in the book (which surely qualifies for the designa- 
tion 'sharp practice' on the part of editors and 
publishers - all symposia reports once gave the 
meeting date, and most still do). The 18 month 
delay inevitably spoils what would otherwise be a 
surprisingly good collection of 34 research presen- 
tations, for the field of genetic engineering (both 
its scientific and social aspects) is moving very 
rapidly indeed. 
The descriptions of the available plasmid and 
phage cloning vehicles are lucid. It is particulary 
timely that some of the contributions remind us that 
recombinants were first used to study plasmids and 
phage, not animal genes, and that there is still much 
to be learned about these viral elements which can 
confer many properties on their bacterials hosts, 
including pathogenicity and antibiotic resistance. 
Noreen and Ken Murray and W. Szybalski put a firm 
case for the use of ?~ in recombinant DNA research, 
both because of the possibility of using defined 
genetic promoters to gain gene expression and 
because of the inherent safety of two-component 
host/vector systems. The new vectors, which combine 
phage and plasmid properties, were not in use when 
the Symposium was held. 
There is also an extensive discussion of the use of 
recombinants between mammalian tumour viruses 
such as SV40 and E.coli plasmids. Much of this work 
has now appeared elsewhere (as has almost every 
scientific article in this book), but it is interesting to 
note the varied approaches of the different groups. 
In the work with tumour viruses more than elsewhere, 
it is apparent that the fascination of the science (and, 
perhaps, the putative rewards?) is outrunning 
concern for safety. 
The section on cloning of eukaryotic DNA has 
been overtaken by results with mammalian genes, and 
'inserts' (mentioned here by Wellauer and Dawid) 
have changed our picture of gene arrangement and 
expression. Even so, the papers on ribosomal, histone 
and fibroin genes give much information and insight 
into these systems, even if they do not yet indicate 
the excitement which has followed. 
Many of the contributions offer parallels with 
other research work - Teich and Weiss point out 
that tumour viruses have been studied for many 
years, often under conditions of greater possible 
hazard than suggested for recombinants, and Richards 
shows how one industrial firm has solved the 
problems of containing a truly dangerous viral system. 
It is in the area of hazard analysis and control (or, 
in the pompous words of the title 'impact on society') 
that the weaknesses of the book are most apparent. 
One longs for straight alk from protagonists of either 
side, but instead there is a consensus of qualifications 
and doubts. Two articles stand out - one from 
Curtiss et al. describing the extreme difficulties they 
have experienced in disabling E.coli K12, the other 
from Mark Richmond showing that K 12 is unlikely to 
pose epidemic hazards in any case. 
A book review is not the place for a detailed is- 
cussion of the interaction between scientific advance 
and social constraint where unproven hazards are 
invoked; suffice it to say that I cannot agree with 
the organiser of the meeting, Dr Beers, of Miles 
Laboratory, when he states that the 'primary 
emphasis of risks in molecular recombination research 
is addressed to errors of judgment and accident'. The 
hazards arise from ambition, greed, industrial and 
military involvement, ignorance and refusal to 
attend to the most elementary microbiological 
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practices. That is why an advisory group representing 
all interests backed by statutory powers covering all 
research (governmental, private and industrial) such 
as exists in Britain is so essential. 
The book is expensive, somewhat out of date, and 
half-irrelevant, but where else would one get even 250 
pages of first class molecular biology so clearly 
presented? This book, with Lewin's three volumes on 
Gene Expression, would be a good starting point for 
a scientist about to enter this field. 
R. Williamson 
Plasmids, Medical and Theoretical Aspects 
Edited by S. Mitsuhashi, L. Rosival and V. Krcmery 
Springer; Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, 1977 
xi + 489 pages. DM 97, $44.70 
This handsome-looking book contains 58 papers 
on various aspects of research on bacterial plasmids 
given at an international symposium in Czecho- 
slovakia in June, 1976. It might be expected to 
provide a useful source of information for non- 
specialists and also to be of value to specialists in 
bringing together ecent work published in a wide 
range of journals. Unfortunately it cannot be 
recommended to either group. The papers are of 
very uneven quality. The whole volume is badly 
edited with many uncorrected errors. The English 
of non-English-speaking contributors i  sometimes 
incomprehensible. There are tables whose meaning 
is not clear, graphs without explanation of ordinates/ 
abscissae and figures without legends. Although many 
contributions are of intrinsic interest it is often 
difficult to assess their value because the condensed 
format precludes proper description of experimental 
methods. 
International symposia re profitable to people 
who attend them in allowing exchange of information 
and ideas. Rapid and cheap publication of their 
proceedings, even though not carefully edited, may 
be useful to those who could not attend as well as 
those who did. But this book did not appear until 18 
months after its symposium and is pretentious and 
expensive. 
Naomi Datta 
Handbook of Mutagenicity Test Procedures 
by B. J. Kilbey, M. Legator, W. Nichols and C. Ramel 
Elsevier; Amsterdam, New York, 1977 
xiv + 485 pages. Dfl 147, $59.95 
This book has its origins in a conference some 
5 years ago when there was concern about he varia- 
bility of procedures employed by different labora- 
tories purporting to carry out identical tests for 
mutagenesis. Perhaps it is no coincidence that this 
handbook, with its detailed instructions for carrying 
out a wide range of mutagenicity ests, is published 
at a time when there is great interest in simple 
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